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The Age of Reason

“Judge a man by his questions rather than by his answers”

—Voltaire

Essential Question: How did spreading the principles of the Scientific
Revolution lead to an emphasis on reason?

The scientific advances that began with Copernicus’s theory of a sun-
centered solar system continued through Isaac Newton’s discovery ofthe laws
of gravity. These laid the groundwork for a dramatic shift in thinking about
the universe and humanity’s place in it. Before Copernicus, the accepted view
of the universe wasa religious one. People accepted the seemingly obvious
geocentric (earth-centered) view that the church had promulgated for centuries.
When Newton demonstratedthat the laws ofnature controlled how applesfell
and howplanets orbited the sun, the universe suddenly seemed both knowable
and predictable.

The Scientific Revolution was thus more than a revolution in science.
It wasalso a revelation about the nature of knowledgeitself and about ways
of thinking. During the 17th and 18th centuries, European thinkers applied
reason andthe scientific method to all aspects oflife, producing an across-
the-board paradigm shift—aradical and important changein the established
conceptual framework.

The Enlightenment, or the Age of Reason, was the periodofintellectual
history set in motion by the workof these thinkers in such diversefields as
economics, politics, religion, education, and culture. The application of the
scientific method to political, social, economic, and religious institutions
transformed European society. Although the Enlightenment took different
forms in various nations, two unifying themes emerged:

* a rational questioning ofprevailing institutions and patterns of thought

+ a general belief that human progress waspossible

Old ideas were open to question. The French thinker Voltaire summed
up the new skepticism with the quotation that opensthis chapter. However,
developmentsofthe Enlightenmentdid not go unchallenged; feudal, despotic,
andreligiousrestrictions continued to exist, andclerics in particular remained
bulwarks of the old waysofthought.
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Rational and Empirical Thought

Beyondthefield of scienceitself, the Scientific Revolution had its greatest

impact in the area of philosophy, where it led to two schools of thought,

Rationalism and Empiricism.The two schools differed in their understanding

of how people know what they know.

° Rationalism focused on innate reason, the concept that people know

independently of whatthey observe. It emphasized that humans have

the ability to recognize and understand the world through reason.

Rationalism wasvery strong in France, led by philosopher Rene

Descartes and his use of deductive reasoning, or drawing conclusions

from general principles.

+ Empiricism wasbasedonthe idea thatall human knowledge comes

through whatthe senses can experience. Empiricism became prominent

in England by Sir Francis Bacon with the use of inductive reasoning,

or drawing conclusionsfrom specific observations.
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Both Rationalism and Empiricism argued that what people knew was more

important than what they believed, and that investigation and reflection were

more important than faith. In their emphasis on rational thought, both groups

of thinkers were influenced by the classical Greek thinkers such as Socrates

and Aristotle.

While this belief in the use of logic and reason undermined superstition

and prejudice,it also set up a conflict withreligious authorities. Revolutionary

advancesin physics and mechanics brought about a new conception of God,

as the creator of a universe that operated deterministically, like a machine.

Deism is the belief in the existence of a supremebeing,specifically a creator

who doesnot intervene in the universe.

The workings ofnatural law could beinvestigatedby anyone, while religious

teachings relied on improvable hypotheses. Obedience,fear, and dependence
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onritual gave way to open-mindedness and autonomy.Enlightenmentthinkers

questionedreligiousinstitutions, arguing that humanreason,not faith, was the
key to improving society. The goal of many Enlightenment thinkers was to
reduce the powerof the churchinsociety.

The emphasis on human reason led to a high value on human dignity.
Intellectuals denounced slavery. Some argued for an endto the useoftorture of
criminals and for reserving capital punishment to the most abhorrent crimes,
as well as making prisons more humane.

Philosophers theorized that people lived together through a social
contract, an agreement to submit to a governmentfor their mutualprotection.
Unlikeearlier thinkers, who believed that the authority to rule came from God,
social contract thinkers, such as John Locke (1632-1704), argued that such
authority came from the people of a country, whoretained natural rights that
no governmentcould take away.

The British Empiricists

Political philosophers tried to use the methodsofthe Scientific Revolution to
analyze society’s problems. Like mathematicians, they established basic facts
asa starting point and systematically built upon them. People such as Thomas

Hobbes (1588-1679) and John Locke believed that just as the natural world
followed natural laws—lawsthat applied to everyone and which humans
could discover and understand through observation and reason—so did human
society. Both were empiricists who emphasized the importance of knowledge
gained through experience, but because of when they lived they reached
radically different conclusions about how governments should operate.

Hobbes’s Leviathan Like many philosophers, Hobbes wrote in reaction

to events he witnessed. Helived during the violent upheaval of the English
Civil War and was appalled by the execution of King Charles I in 1649.
In his book Leviathan (1651), Hobbes wanted to create a governmentthat

could guarantee peace and security for citizens. He argued that in a state of
nature—in a society without government—humans would pursue their own
survival and self-interest with no respect for the needs or rights of others.
Eachindividual’s life would be “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.” In

order to form “society”, individuals would give up someoftheir rights to a

sovereign authority. This authority must be very powerful—similar to a great
sea monster from the Bible called a /eviathan. Hobbesespousedthat once this
new government wascreated then the people mustlive underthe rules of that

government. He favored an absolute monarchy, although not one based on
“divine right.” He feared that a governmentwith limits on its power could not
commandthe respect and fear necessary to tame andcontrol humans’ naturally
violent, self-seeking nature.

John Locke In contrast to Hobbes, John Locke argued that people
are not naturally dangerous to each other. In his Essay Concerning Human
Understanding (1690), Locke insisted that a person’s mindatbirth is a blank

slate, often refered to by its Latin name, tabula rasa. According to Locke,
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people are neither bad nor good;they derive all knowledge from what they
experience with their senses, and they are thus capable of learning and

improving themselves. Therefore, Locke emphasized the importance of

education in creating a stable society.
Locke believed that since humans are governed by natural law endowed

by a creator, they possess natural rights that come from the creator as well.

These rights are independent of any particular society or government. Many

of his beliefs were shaped by his Puritan upbringing. Unlike Hobbes who

saw the horrors of the English Civil War, Locke lived through the peaceful
transformation of power brought about by the Glorious Revolution in which

absolute monarchy gave way with minimal bloodshed to Parliamentary

sovereignty. Locke thus presented a more positive view of human nature than

Hobbes.
In his most important work, Two Treatises of Government, Locke argued

that people are born with basic andinalienable rights, includinglife, liberty,

health, and property. Like Hobbes, Locke argued that people willingly came

together to form governments, forming a social contract. Unlike Hobbes,

however, Lockebelieved that the purpose of such government wasto protect

people’s natural rights. Should the governmentfail in this regard, the people

could replace it with anew government.In fact, governmentonly exists because

of the tacit consent of the governed, andit is answerable to the people. Civil

and political rights reside with the people and are not bestowed upon them

by God or king. Locke’s ideas about natural rights and limited government

were influential with the American founders who wrote the Declaration of

Independence and the Constitution.

The French Philosophes

The 18th-century intellectuals who popularized this new scientific attitude

toward reason were knownasthe philosophes (French for “philosophers”).

In the spirit of the Enlightenment, they criticized France’s ancien régime—

its feudal social and political system under which the monarch, church, and

nobility controlled society for their own benefit. (See Chapter 8 for more

on French society.) The philosophes sought social reform of the systems,

believing that natural laws governedsocialinstitutions similarly to those laws

that governed the physical universe. Their task was to discern these natural

laws and use them asthe basis for reform. With their faith in reason and belief

in fundamentalnatural laws, philosophesforthe most part embraced progress,

earthly happiness, andliberty as innate rights.

Voltaire The most influential philosophe was Frangois-Marie Arouet

(1694-1778), known by his pen name Voltaire. He wasa brilliant writer, an

accomplished historian, and an aggressive and vocal deist. Voltaire fiercely

advocated tolerance and freedom ofreligious belief and was known forhis

witty satirical critiques of the French clergy and aristocracy, which he deemed

ignorant and corrupt. Voltaire coined the slogan “écrasez l’infäme,” meaning

“crush the loathsome thing,” a reference to the Roman Catholic Church.In his
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Treatise on Toleration, Voltaire criticized religious fanaticism and superstition.

Voltaire was exiled from Paris for a time and was twice imprisoned

in Paris’s most famousprison, the Bastille. Upon his release, he moved to

England, where he received a warm welcomefrom the leading literary figures

of the day. He was fascinated with English society, with its greater tolerance of
freedom of thought, and he learned English in order to read the works of John

Locke. Voltaire was so impressed by English society that during his exile he

wrote “Letters on the English,” a bitter satire that extolled the virtues of the
English while demeaning French society.

Eventually Voltaire returned to France, where he published his
masterwork, the short novel Candide.It washis bitter commentary on the hope

for progress. The new scientific discoveries had led to widespread optimism

that social progress was inevitable. Many Enlightenmentintellectuals argued

that if God was notcontrolling humansociety, then humans could shapetheir
future. Through reason,they could improveit. However, given the evidence

ofwidespread humansuffering, Voltaire rejected this optimism as unrealistic
and unwarranted.

Denis Diderot Another French philosophe, Denis Diderot (1713-1784)

was fascinated by the idea that everything in the natural world could be

catalogued and described. He spent 26 years gathering contributions from
more than 150 writers on science, technology, politics, religion, art, and

virtually every other human endeavor. Theresult was a 28-volume work, the

Encyclopédie—iiterally, “the circle of teachings.” Diderot’s Encyclopédie

was controversial by its very premise, because it placed human reason as
the foundation of all knowledge. All other forms of knowledge, including

theological, were mere branches. Despite attempts at censorship, the

Encyclopédie was widely disseminated across Europe and the Americas.

Montesquieu The Baron de Montesquieu, better known as simply
Montesquieu (1689-1799), was a French lawyer and writer. As an aristocrat,

Montesquieu was critical of the monarchs’ usurpation of the traditional

prerogativesof the aristocracy. Unlike other philosophes, he espoused a more
favorable view of the Middle Ages, a time when the king’s powers were
balanced by nobility andclergy.

Inspired by the achievementsofscientists in explaining the natural world,

Montesquieu attempted to apply scientific principles to political institutions
and theory. In particular, he focused on the law. Montesquieu, who wrote

On the Spirit of Laws, argued that the best system of government featured

a separation of powers, a division of governmental authority into separate

branches, suchas the legislative, executive, and judicial. To Montesquieu, the
British Constitutional Monarchy was a prime exampleofthis; having a king,

parliament, and judiciary. Each branch was granted specific powers, creating a

system ofchecks andbalances,the ability of each branchto limit the power of
the other branches. This conceptinfluenced the American founders, especially
James Madison, the father of the Constitution.
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Montesquieu explored such ideas in his The Spirit of the Laws, a

groundbreaking study of comparative law and political theory. He made
the case for greater civil liberties, abolition of slavery, the elimination of

religious persecution, and limits on the arbitrary application of state power.

Montesquieu’s work inspired modern political science and sociology.

Cesare Beccaria One of the most influential Enlightenment thinkers

from southern Europe was anItalian jurist and philosopher, Cesare Beccaria

(1738-1794). Beccaria sparked a criminal justice reform movement when
he brought scientific reasoning to bearin the field of criminal justice in his

influential treatise On Crimes and Punishments, inspired by Montesquieu

and published with a detailed introduction by Voltaire. In this essay, Beccaria

called for an end to the use oftorture, a commontactic of the time applied to
suspects to obtain confessions. He arguedthat torture was irrational because

it might lead an innocent person to confess. He also denounced capital

punishmentas not only unnecessary but also a violation of basic rights, as

the state does not have the right to take lives. His deterrence theory was
based on Enlightenmentviews ofman: as menarerational beings, punishment

should be just severe enough to outweighthe possible rewards derived from

committing the crime. Beccaria is considered the father of modern criminal

law andthefather of criminal justice.

Jean-Jacques Rousseau One of the most unusual French philosophes

was the Geneva-born thinker Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778). Rousseau
is famousfor his treatise The Social Contract, with its striking assertion that

“man is born free, but everywhere heis in chains.” Although the words seem

like a call to revolution, Rousseau’s next sentence went on to say he would

now “show howthey [the chains] are legitimate.”
In contrastto those philosophers who saw education as a key to happiness,

Rousseau viewed people in their natural state as free and happy. He argued

that humanity enters into civil society to secure this freedom and happiness.

His conceptof the social contract was of an agreement amongfree individuals

that creates and gives governmentits legitimacy. The state exists to promote
the liberty and equality ofits citizens, and its laws should be respected only

whenthey are supported by the generalwill of the people. Rousseau strongly

opposedthe idea of a republican form of government. Instead, he insisted that

citizens should make laws directly, and the ideal state would be small enough

that an assembly ofall citizens would be possible.
Somepoliticians and historians have interpreted Rousseau’s beliefs as

upholding the principle that all citizens are bound by the general will with

no possibility of dissent; in other words, they are “forced to be free.” This

interpretation could leadto a tyranny of the majority, and his ideas werelater

used to justify France’s Reign of Terror.
Rousseau’s views on education weredistinctive for his time. While other

thinkers saw education as training, he did not. In his booktitled Emile, or
On Education, he definedthe proper role of education as fostering the innate

curiosity of each child, who should not be regarded simply as a small adult.
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Children should learn by following their own interests and reaching their own

conclusions. Society’s institutions corrupted humansandthe aim of education

should beto preserve the original, perfect natural state of the child.
Unlike many of his contemporaries, however, Rousseau maintained

an ambivalent attitude toward reason and emphasized human emotion and

sentiment-ideas that would connect him to the origins of Romanticism. (See
Chapter 11.)

Women During the Englightenment

Before the Enlightenment, Europeansgenerally did not believe that men and

women were naturally equal intellectually or morally. A few Enlightenment
thinkers argued that women were equal to men,but the majority believed that
women werestill inferior in many ways.

Marquis and Madamede Condorcet Onethinker who made progressive
arguments on behalf of equal rights for women as well as for people ofall

races was Marquis de Condorcet. In his essay “On the Admission of Women

to the Rights of Citizenship,” he reasoned thatif the natural rights are based

on the innate capacity to reason,it is logical that women possess the same
natural rights. There was, therefore, no excuse for excluding women from the

public sphere, including education and the right to vote. His wife, Sophie de

Condorcet, also an Enlightenmentthinker, held similar views andtranslated

works ofAdam Smith and ThomasPaine into French.

However,mostotherphilosophes disagreed with the Condorcets. Rousseau

had argued that nature itself gave men power over women,justifying women’s

unequaltreatment in society and exclusion from the sphere ofpolitics. Their

proper sphere, he argued, was as helpers to men. However, the language of
natural rights used by the philosophesnaturally aroused visionsof equality.

Mary Wollstonecraft English writer Mary Wollstonecraft vehemently
challenged Rousseau’s position on women. Born into poverty and struggling

later to raise a daughter born secretly out of wedlock, Wollstonecraft needed

to earn a living and was frustrated by the limited options available for

women. She becamea governess and then a writer, supplementing her income
by translating French and Germantexts. A fervent supporter of the French

Revolution, Wollstonecraft used the language of equality espoused by the

philosophesto affirm that women were humanbeings, and as such they were

endowed with the same natural rights as men.If they appeared inferior, that
wasbecauseof the systematic denial of educational opportunities to women,
not an innate characteristic.

In her most famous work, Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792),

Wollstonecraft, a self-taught woman who hadreceivedlittle formal schooling
herself, made a powerful argumentfor better education for women so they

could, like men, cultivate their natural capacity to reason. Herreliance on the

primacy of reason placed Wollstonecraftfirmly in the Enlightenmenttradition,

but she extendedits sphere by advocating for women’s rights, becoming one
of the founding feminist philosophers.
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Spread of EnlightenmentIdeas

Spurred by the Enlightenment’s intellectual community that crossed beyond
national boundaries, the period saw the creation and growth of new civic

institutions outside of government andthetraditional university setting for the

purpose of spreading and debating new social and political concepts.

The Growth of Civil Society

Coffeehouses and salons were popular and important new institutions that

spread Enlightenmentideas. For a penny, coffeehouse customers could buy

coffee, read newspapers, and discuss news and ideas. Political groups and

societies often formed and metin coffeehouses. For the mostpart, coffeehouses
were a male sphere. On the other hand, French discussion groups known as

salons, were often mixed gatherings,frequently hosted by an influential woman

in her own home. Female salonnieres often provided crucial financial support

and protection to intellectuals promoting reform. One famous salonniere was
Madame Sophie de Condorcet.

Other new civicinstitutions appeared during the Enlightenment. Academies

were specialized groups, sometimes funded or protected by wealthy individuals

or royalty, to investigate and promote knowledge, often in the areas of science,

technology, and thearts. In addition,the first modern lendinglibraries emerged
“ across Europe and the Americas, with the goals of collecting information and

educating the citizenry, a condition seen as crucial to democracy. As the power

of the church diminished, secret organizations suchasthe fraternal brotherhood

of Freemasonry became popular; members met in chapters known as masonic
lodges. The movement spread from Europeto the United States, where at least

nine signers of the Declaration ofIndependence were Freemasons.

The Spread of the Printed Word

What made the spread of ideas possible during this time was not only new

urban institutions where people could meet and discuss ideas, but a revolution

in print culture brought about by technology and supported by improved

transportation. Asthe literacy rate rose significantly during the Enlightenment,

there was widespread demand for newspapers, periodicals, scholarly books
and engravings, novels, pamphlets, and, of course, Diderot’s Encyclopédie,
which wasa bestseller in its time.

Notsurprisingly, the new freedom ofexpression often met with censorship.
Conservative religious andpolitical institutions sought to prevent the spread

of ideas they considered radical and dangerous. Voltaire’s printer wasarrested,

while Diderot desperately edited page proofs of the Encyclopédie on his own
in an attempt to avoid censorship.
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Often, authorities tried to be discreet in their efforts to censor, as bans were

both difficult to enforce and likely to stir up public opposition. However, the

Republic of Letters—the networkofletters, journals, and other publications

exchanged among Enlightenment thinkers--transcended national boundaries,

and thus disrupted censorship. Books banned in one country were printed in
another and smuggled in. French authorities were unable to destroy the print

plates of the Encyclopédie as they were housed in Switzerland.

Challenges of New Cultures

During the Scientific Revolution, as European natural scientists and explorers

traveled across the globe, their discoveries sparked new waysofthinking about

humanity, religion, and nature, andled to the establishment of new fields such

as physical anthropology. Yet there was disagreementabout the nature of the
societies these scientists and explorers were encountering. Rousseau proposed

the idea of the “noble savage,” who lived in a joyful state ofnature that was as

yet unspoiled by civilizing forces, while others, such as the French naturalist

Georges-Louis Leclerc De Buffon, depicted the “ignoble savage,” living in
a backward condition, intellectually and morally inferior to more advanced

European society.
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Challenges to Absolutism and Mercantilism

New political and economic theories based on the Enlightenment ideals
challenged existing systems of absolutism and mercantilism.

Absolutism

As philosophers reevaluated the political realm in light of the new ideas of
the Scientific Revolution, movementsin favor of limits on government power

swept across Europe and the Americas. However,absolutismstill dominated

European nations in the 1600s and 1700s. Under this system, monarchs held

total, or absolute, power, which many claimed as a divine right granted to them

by God. Therefore, they saw themselves as answerable only to God, and not
to the people they ruled.

The Challenge of the New Theories

Some philosophes themselves, including Hobbes, believed that a strong
monarchy was a good form of government. However, they rejected the idea that

the monarch had divine right to power. Instead, even the more conservative

Enlightenment thinkers tended to agree that monarchs were entrusted with

power by meansof the social contract and that the state originated from the
consent of the governed.

Such thinkers believedthat as long as both the ruler and the ruled followed
the social contract, the governmentwasright. But what was the recourseifthe

monarchdid notact for the good of the people? Civil andpolitical rights are

lodged in the people, the philosophes believed. Once formed, government’s
role wasto secureits citizens’ liberty and happiness, rights derived from natural

law before the formation of government. Humanshadaninalienableright to

pursue their own happiness. These beliefs about humannature,in particular

John Locke’s ideas of the social contract, and the political ideologies derived
from those beliefs were used to justify many revolutions, beginning with the

Glorious Revolution of 1688 in England. ThomasJefferson,in the Declaration

ofIndependence, set them forth as the rights of “Life, Liberty, and the pursuit
of Happiness.”

Enlightened Absolutism

While the ideals of the Enlightenment found voice in political revolution,

most philosophes advocated not revolution, but political reform—and

unsurprisingly, considering their education, and sophistication, they tended to
look for this reform from above, not below. Many European rulers, looked

to the philosophes for fresh ideas about how to strengthen state control and

streamline bureaucracy, reform and modernize social institutions, better

manageresources, and increase national prosperity. These rulers comprised
the enlightened absolutists, or enlightened despots, of the 18th century. (To

review enlightenedrulers, see Chapter 7.) Such rulers embraced Enlightenment

ideals to the extent that they could furtherthese goals, while the rulers rejected
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concepts that expressly limited their own political power. The philosophes were
not hostile to enlightened absolutism, since most did not oppose monarchy

unless the monarch violated the social contract.

Enlightened Rulers The attitudes of rulers toward Enlightenment

thinkers varied considerably from country to country. Ironically, the

monarchies of Britain and France, nations with the mostvisible andinfluential

public intellectuals, regarded the movement with indifference(as in Britain) or

hostility (as in France, in many cases censoring or exiling movement leaders).
In contrast, Catherine the Great of Russia, Frederick the Great of Prussia,

and Holy Roman Emperor Joseph II welcomed Enlightenment philosophes

to their courts, providing financial support and embracing such reforms as

religious toleration and an endto capital punishment.

Important Reforms While each enlightened monarch focused on
concerns specific to his or her nation and interests, commonthreads link their

achievements.In general, the enlightened despots were drawn to reformsthat

weakened the Church andthe aristocracy, whose power they recognized as a

potential threat to their own. To this end, they limited the ability of the nobles
to punish the peasants, abolished certain tax exemptions for the clergy and

nobility, established a measure of legal protection for religious toleration,

worked to codify laws, and supported internal improvements. For example,

King Frederick of Prussia ordered the cultivation of potatoes to help the
soldiers’ diet and also to respondto rising bread costs. Frederick reportedly

described his reforms by saying “I am the first servant of the state.” When

contrasted with Louis XIV’s declaration a century earlier that “T am the state,”

Frederick’s words neatly summarize the shift in attitude during the Age of

Reason.

Mercantilism

From the 16th to the 18th centuries, mercantilism—the economic policy based

on amassing wealth through trade—was boundto the belief that power equals
wealth. A key goal of mercantile policy was the accumulation of monetary

reserves, particularly gold and silver. Without a reserve of such wealth, a

nation would be unable to maintain an army or navy, weakeningits influence.

To prevent wealth from flowing outofthe country, protectionist policies were
putinto place imposinghightariffs on imports, unless they were raw materials

to be transformed into finished goods for export. The goal was to produce a

favorable balanceoftrade. Production was regulated and monopolies enforced.

Mercantilism encouraged the establishment of colonies, which could be

a sourceofprecious metals and raw materials, as well as a captive market for

manufactured goods from the home country.

The Challenge of New Economic Theories

Like absolutism in the political sphere, mercantilism required strong state

power to regulate economic activity so a nation could compete against other
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nations for the earth’s fixed supply of gold andsilver. And like absolutism,

mercantilism considered the interests of subjects as subservient to the

interests ofthe monarchy, an attitude that would be called into question by the

Enlightenment concepts ofnatural rights and the social contract.

Physiocrats Challenges to the importance of the monarch also came from

French thinkers who focused on the economy. Physiocrats argued that land

and labor were sources of wealth. Like Locke, they saw government’s function
as the protection oflife, liberty, and property.

+ Anne Robert Jacques Turgot (1727-1781) was an advisorto King

Louis XV of France. He advocated for laissez-faire, a phrase that

means “leave alone.” He thought government should not interfere in

the economicsector by imposing regulations, particularly on trade.

Turgot thought the economy would work best when all individuals were

free to determine what goods they wanted and what workthey would
contribute. He rejected the mercantilist theory about the importance of

building up gold reserves in the treasury.

+ François Quesnay (1694-1774) was a doctor and economictheorist.

Hebelievedthat a state’s economic strength derived not from gold

and silver but from agriculture. Industry and manufacturing,hefelt,

were“sterile” activities that ultimately did not produce wealth. While

this idea would prove misguided, Quesnay demonstrated how to
apply scientific reasoning to studying the economy. Quesnaycalled

for reducedtaxes, elimination oftolls, and an end to government

restrictions on trade.

Adam Smith The most influential economic reformer was Scottish

philosopher, Adam Smith (1723-1790). Paralleling the scientists of his day

whosearched for natural laws governing the physical world, Smith searched
for natural laws governing economic behavior. One of these laws, Smith

believed, was that people were naturally social. For example, they cared if

others suffered and they were inclined to gather with each other and to trade

goods.
Based onthese beliefs, Smith laid out a series of principles of economic

behavior that together formed a single, complete system. His book, An Inquiry

into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth ofNations (1776), marked the start

ofmodern economic thought. Smith tried to answer basic economic questions,
such as why some countries were wealthier than others. Like the physiocrats,

Smith attacked mercantilism for over-regulating trade in an attempt to

accumulate gold. Smith argued that the wealth of a nation came not from gold,

but from the productivity of its workers. He believed that Great Britain and
other countries would be wealthier if they had fewer restrictions on trade.

Unlike the physiocrats, who thought agriculture was the primary source of

wealth, Smith thoughtall forms of labor were valuable.
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Another question Smith tried to answer was how an economy worked at

all. Without any central authority allocating resources, raising or lowering

prices, or setting wages, economies somehow adjusted to changing desires of
people. It was as if an invisible hand, a force that no one could see, guided

all economic decisions. Individuals made choices such asto buyorsell goods
or to take or leave jobs based primarily on their ownself-interests. When

everyone did so, the competing self-interests balanced each other.
Smith recognized an important role for governmentin protecting property

rights, preventing powerful businesses from misusing their influence, taking

care of the disadvantaged, and promoting trade. But he is best remembered

for his attacks on the excesses of government regulation under mercantilism.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: HOW RADICAL WAS THE SCIENTIFIC
REVOLUTION?

Historians often portray the Scientific Revolution as a radical break with the

classical and religious beliefs ofthe past, with Copernicus, Galileo, Descartes,

Newton, and others as the leaders of this break. In the early 19th century,

French scholar Auguste Comte argued that to be modern meant onerejected

a view of the world rooted in religion and adopted one based on science. The

revolution wasless in what people believed and more in how they determined

what was true. Rather than trust the works of Greeks, Romans, and early

Christians, they relied on their own observations, reason, new formulations of

physics, and the creation of calculus to understand the natural world. Scientific

methodology wasa revolutionary way of knowing.

Galileo’s trial provided an example of a conflict between faith and science.

His scientific ideas changed long-held religious views, and one side would

win and one would lose. Historians thought science was both revolutionary

anddestined to win.

Science as Not Revolutionary However, in recent years, historians have

argued that modern science wasnotso revolutionary,and its victory was never

inevitable. Historian Robert Strayer noted that most of the scientists remained

Christian. Further, they believed they were developing a greater understanding

of the perfect universe that God created. Strayer quoted Newton, “This most

beautiful system of the sun, planets, and comets could only proceed from the

counsel and dominionofanintelligent Being.”

Historian and philosopher Maurice A. Finocchiaro also argued that Christians

were not anti-science. In Defending Copernicus and Galileo: Critical

Reasoning in the Two Affairs (2010), Finocchiaropoints outthat the objections

to Galileo were not only based on theology, but also on the inability to

reconcile his ideas with those of the trusted Aristotelian physics. In addition,

as scientific theories described the world more accurately, the Catholic Church

gradually accepted them. The Jesuits taught many of these ideas.
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The Strength of Religion Further, the victory of science began to appearless

inevitable as the world became more globally connected. Historians began

seeing the past in the global context as part of an ever-changing story with no

determined end, unlike the scholars of the nineteenth century. While religion

- did decline in Europe in the 19th and 20th centuries, it remains a powerful

force in the United States and most of the world. Historian Peter Harrison

concluded that science would not destroy religion, but that both will have a

place in today’s world.

KEY TERMS BY THEME

Identity

Scientific Revolution

Enlightenment

Age of Reason

rationalism

empiricism

Rene Descartes

deductive reasoning

Sir Francis Bacon

inductive reasoning

deism

coffeehouse

salon

academy

lendinglibrary

masonic lodge

print culture

Continuity and
Change

paradigm shift

Civic Ideals

social contract

John Locke

Thomas Hobbes

natural law

tabula rasa

natural rights

philosophe

ancien régime

Voltaire

Denis Diderot

Encyclopédie

Montesquieu

separation of powers

checks and balances

Cesare Beccaria

deterrence theory

Jean-Jacques Rousseau

generalwill

Marquis de Condorcet

Mary Wollstonecraft

Republic of Letters

noble savage

absolutism

enlightened absolutist

enlightened despot

Catherine the Great

JosephIl

King Frederick of

Prussia

Economics

mercantilism

physiocrat

Anne Robert Jacques

Turgot

laissez-faire

Francois Quesnay

Adam Smith

invisible hand
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1 and 2 refer to the following passage.

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a at Britain andFrance E

E Yeardrasm Great Britain|France

1820 50% | 20%

1830 45% 22%

1840 32% 19%

ESEC
1860 16% 14% |

1870 10% 5%

1880 6% 6%     
Source: Adapted from A. Imlah, Economic Elementsofthe Pax Britannica (1958), and M. Levy-Leboyer
and F. Bourguignon, L'Economie Francaise au XIXe siecle (1985).

1. The changein tariff rates supports the argument that between 1820 and

1880 the British moved toward a policy advocated by

a) physiocrats

b) mercantilists

c) supporters of free trade

d) supporters of socialism

2. Comparingtariffs in Great Britain and France supports the argument

that between 1820 and 1840

a) Great Britain relied more on imports than France did.

b) Great Britain protected its industries less than France did.

c) Great Britain was more concerned about providing low-cost food for

consumers than was France.

d) Great Britains tariff policies help explain whyit industrialized faster

than France did.
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Questions 3-5 refer to the following passages.

“Her circle met daily from five o’clock until nine in the evening. There

we were sure to find choice men of all orders in the State, the Church,

the Court—military men, foreigners, and the most distinguished men of

letters. . . . Politics, religion, philosophy, anecdotes, news, nothing was

excluded from the conversation, and, thanks to her care, the mosttriviallittle

narrative gained, as naturally as possible, the place and notice it deserved.

Newsofall kinds was gatheredtherein its first freshness.”

Baron de Grimm,Historical andLiterary Memoirs and

Anecdotes, 1815

“TWhither shall a person, wearied with hard study,or the laborious turmoils

of a tedious day, repair to refresh himself? Or where can young gentlemen,

or shop-keepers, more innocently and advantageously spend an hour or two

in the evening, than at a coffee-house? Where they shall be sure to meet

company,and,by the custom ofthe house,not suchas at otherplaces, stingy

and reserved to themselves, but free and communicative; where every man

may ... begin his story, and propose to, or answer another, as he thinksfit.”

“In Praise of Coffee-houses,” 1675

3. Which best describes the context in which these passages were written?

a) Political debate took place in civic institutions and commercialsites,

b) The Catholic-Protestant conflict was growing more violent.

€) Governmental power was becoming more decentralized.

d) People were movingoutofcities and into ruralareas.

4, Whatcharacteristic do coffeehouses and salons have in common?

a) They were intended only for entertainment.

b) They were designed forall peopleto attend.

c) They were important aspects of the Enlightenment.

d) They were focused only onpolitical discussions.

5. What was the commonattitude towards female participation in political

discussions in England and France during the 17th and 18th centuries?

a) Menin both countries often discouraged women from taking part in

political discussions.

b) English women wantedto participate in public debates, while French

womenpreferred expressing their opinion in writings.

c) French women were discouraged from taking part in political

discussions, while English women were encouragedto do so.

d) Both English and French women hopedthat organizingpolitical

events would lead to serving in public office.
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Questions 6-8 refer to the following passage.

“Throwing aside, therefore, all those scientific books, which teach us only

to see men such as they have made themselves, and contemplating the first

and most simple operations of the human soul, I think I can perceive in

it two principles prior to reason, one of them deeply interesting us in our

own welfare and preservation, and the other exciting a natural repugnance

at seeing any other sensible being . . . suffer pain or death. It is from the

agreement and combination which the understanding is in a position to

establish between these two principles, without its being necessary to

introduce that of sociability, that all the rules of natural right appear to me

to be derived — rules whichourreasonis afterwards obliged to establish on

other foundations, when by its successive developmentsit has been led to

suppressnatureitself. In proceeding thus. ... Whatever moralists may hold,

the human understandingis greatly indebted to the passions.”

Jean Jacques Rousseau, The Origin of Inequality, 1751

6. Unlike many Enlightenment thinkers, Rousseau believed strongly in

a) logic and reason

b) absolutism and divine right

c) the scientific method

d) feeling and sentiment

7. Which statement would Rousseau most strongly support?

a) Improvement of the self would lead to a better society.

b) Improvement of education would make government better.

c) Improvementof child-rearing wouldresult in greater economic

stability.

d) Improvement ofwomen’s rights would strengthen marriage.

8. As described in the above passage, what other author developed a new

political model based on “rules ofnatural right”?

a) Thomas Hobbes

b) Voltaire

e) John Locke

d) Denis Diderot
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1, Use the passage below to answerall parts of the question that follows.

“It is helpful to . . . think about the Enlightenmentasa series of interlocking,

and sometimes warring problems and debates. These were problems and

debates which affected how the Enlightenment worked not only in Europe,

butalso in the rest of the world. . .This presentation of the Enlightenment

sees this movement as a group of capsulesor flashpoints where intellectual

projects changed society and government on a world-widebasis.

However, this is a new interpretation. Until quite recently, it was normal to

understand the Enlightenmentas ultimately a unitary phenomenon,asifthere

was an entity called the Enlightenment. This version of Enlightenment saw

it as a desire for humanaffairs to be guided byrationality, rather than faith,

superstition or revelation, a world view basedon science, andnottradition.”

Dorinda Outram, The Enlightenment, 2013

a) Describe ONE example that supports the author’s interpretation that

the Enlightenment was “guidedby rationality.”

b) Describe ANOTHER examplethat supports the author’s

intepretation that the Enlightenment was “guided byrationality.”

c) Explain ONE waythatevents of the 18th century contradicted the

view that the Enlightenment was “guided byrationality.”

2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Describe ONEsignificant change in economic theory duringthe

17th and 18th centuries.

b) Describe ONEsignificant continuity in economic theory duringthe

17th and 18th centuries.

e) Explain how new economic theory during the 17th and 18th

centuries changed European economic development.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the extent to which the medieval worldview differed from the

modern worldview ofthe Scientific Revolution and Enlightenment.

2. Evaluate the extent to which the Scientific Revolution and

Enlightenment altered how people perceived education and the

discovery of knowledge.
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REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In one to three paragraphs, explain how spreadingthe principles of the

Scientific Revolution led to an emphasis on reason.

WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: CONCLUDE THE ESSAY

A strong conclusion should summarize how the evidence supports the thesis

and demonstrate a complex understanding of the topic. A writer has some

options in how to accomplish these goals in an effective conclusion.

° Restate the thesis in a broader chronological context, Thatis, remind the

readerhow the point madein the essay was connectedto, or distinc-

tive from, what camebefore or what would comelater in history. For

example an essay on the French philosophes might compare them to

Montaigne (1533-1592) or John-PaulSartre (1905-1980).

» Restate the thesis in a broader geographical context. Thatis, remind the

reader how the point madein the essay was similarto or unlike events

elsewherein the world. For example, the French philosophes were less

focused on empirical data than were thinkers in Great Britain.

Another wayto strengthenthe conclusionis to expandonthethesis withouttaking

the essay in a new direction. For example,ifyourthesis is that Enlightenment

beliefs brought new optimism to European thought, you could conclude, “The

Enlightenmentphilosophes’ belief that science would result in progress brought

renewed optimism to Europeafter two centuries ofreligious conflicts.”

Another methodis to lay the groundwork for what camenextas a result of the

topic you’ve written about. This is called causation. Forinstance, “Ultimately,

Enlightenment thinking laid the groundwork for the French Revolution.”

It’s also possibleto end youressayby putting your argumentinto the framework

of continuity and changeover time. Howisit part of a larger historical theme?

An example ofthis is, “If history is a pendulum swinging back and forth

between emotion and reason, the Enlightenment fully embodiedthelatter.”

A fourth way to end an essay is with a quotation (or a paraphrase of one)

that summarizes your thesis statement. In this case, a direct quote by Voltaire

easily ties backtothe thesis: “Voltaire captured the Enlightenmentspirit when

he urged people to judge menby their questions rather than their answers.”

Choose the three sentences that best conclude an essay on the topic of “The

Philosophes’ Impact During the Enlightenment,” and then identify which

concluding method these sentences use.
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1. Although the Enlightenmentinitially reached only the intellectualelite,

it eventually spread to change Europeansocietyatall levels.

2. Philosophers, such as Voltaire, Smith, Kant, and Hume, had major

impacts on Europe during the Enlightenment.

3. The philosophes might not have broughtabout a paradise of reason and

toleration, but they successfully challenged powerfulinstitutions.

4, Hume questioned whethera tree falling in a forest made a soundifno

one wasthere to hearit; the world continues to hear the philosophes.

 

Salonsreflected both theintellectual passions driving French
culture and the expanding opportunities for women during the
Enlightenment.

Credit: Getty Images
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11

Religion, Art, and Sentiment

“Knowthen thyself, presume not God to scan.

The proper study of mankind is Man.”

—Alexander Pope, Essay on Man, 1734

Essential Question: How did the Scientific Revolution encouragereligious
toleration and cause a new emphasis on sentiment?

During the 17th and 18th centuries, the rationalism of the Scientific

Revolution penetrated all aspects of European society. Whereas the previous

age had exalted church and monarchy, Enlightenment intellectuals now
questioned religious and royal authority. Their confidence in humanity led

to an increase in toleration, after centuries of crushing religious warfare.

The new emphasis on reasonalso transformed culture, as artists and writers
turned away from narrowreligious focus to rediscoverthe ideals embodiedin

classical civilization.
Enlightenmentrationalism thus produceda host of new ideas, including

deism, skepticism, and neoclassicism. Inevitably, a backlash followed, in the

formofa series ofreligious revivals and a growing turn to feeling and emotion
in art andliterature. By the start of the 19th century, this movement, known

as Romanticism,had displaced the “cold”rationality of the Enlightenment.

Religion and Toleration

Asthe Scientific Revolution progressed, a secular, or nonreligious, culture

began to expand across Europe. The Enlightenment can be characterized, in

fact, by its strong aversion to the institutions of the church. This is notto say,

however, that Enlightenment thinkers opposedreligion entirely, even if they

opposedits trappings.

Natural Religion and New Ideas

Whereastraditional Christianity saw God as beyond human comprehension,
most philosophesbelieved that humanreason provided a path to understanding

God. This natural religion argued that God exists in nature, not separate from

it. His laws are natural laws that can be discovered through scientific study.

Naturalreligion represented a challenge to the revealed religion of the church,

in which God could be knownonly through revelation, faith, and miracles.
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